July, 28th 2015
Final Committee Chair Report - Twelfth-Step-Within

1. SPONSOR LIST (Reva)
Reva is still doing the service and a lot of people still ask for it.
We announced it through the newsletter and the website.

SKYPE SPEAKERS LIST (Catherine)
We announced it through the newsletter and the website.
Only one person has asked for it till now.

2. COUNTRIES NOT PRESENT AT REGION 9 (Francene)
Waiting for news about this subcommittee.

3. WORKSHOPS (Catherine-Sophia)
**Workshop on Abstinence** (SOP 2014) by Greece has been submitted to the board to be put on the website.
**BB Study workshop** (SOP 2015) has been submitted to the board to be put on the website.
The committee proposed a motion to form a committee in order to correct and approve officially the BB study: this would allow R9 countries to ask for financial aid for the translation and maybe bring WSBC to adopt a BB study to be approved literature.
The **Sponsor Training Workshop** has been submitted to the board to be put on the website.

4. OA DATES
Elyssa is in charge of that subcommittee.
Next ate to promote: R9 week first week of September.

5. COLLABORATION WITH OTHER COMMITTEES

**LET KNOW PEOPLE ABOUT R9 WEB SITE**
Elyssa is going to write the proposal. **TO BE DONE**

**LITERATURE**
Importance of "newcomer meeting format" to be translated and used to pass the message. **TO BE DONE**

I thank you all for giving me the chance to do that service, with Love,

Catherine, Italy
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TSW Countries Outreach Efforts

36 Countries Assigned at 2014 Assembly for contact

8 Countries successfully contacted
6 Countries with attempted contact - no results
4 Countries no longer have OA meetings
18 Assigned countries where no efforts were made/reported back but one of these countries has registered for R9 Assembly

Outreach Information by Specific Country:

Contact Made:

1. Bahrain
2. Germany
3. India
4. Iran
5. Ireland (Northern)
6. Poland
7. Scotland
8. Spain

Contact Attempted with no response received:

1. Gibraltar
2. Latvia
3. Malta
4. Nigeria
5. Pakistan
6. Switzerland (French)
7. Switzerland (Dutch)

Follow Up Action Pending as no OA meetings currently:

1. Channel Islands (no OA meetings there)
2. Czech Republic (noticed no longer any meetings)
3. Zimbabwe (noticed no longer any meetings)
4. Cyprus (no meeting listed)
No Attempted Contact Made/Reported

1. Austria
2. Belgium (French IG)
   Cyprus (northern)
3. Estonia
4. Finland
5. Kenya
6. Lithuania
7. Luxembourg
8. Norway
9. Oman
10. Portugal
11. Qatar
12. Romania
13. Russia – have registered for 2015 Assembly
14. Slovakia
15. Slovenia
16. Turkey
17. Ukraine
18. United Arab Emirates

Further details are available from the TSW Committee.